CRM Implementation
with Microsoft
CRM stands for customer relationship management.
Why is CRM essential for any company?? Any guesses??
The Microsoft CRM implementation is a business management software that provides customized reporting
features for workflow optimization, thus saving time as well as, energy. To maintain a record of all activities
between the owner and the customer CRM is necessary. The information is used for detailed analysis,
synchronization, customer service, marketing and technical support. Now managing a huge database of
customers, their requirements and other needs is a tiring job. But to maintain friendly relationships to make
sure that the clients are satisfied with what the company is providing, this is required.
The CRM implementation is a software provided by Microsoft that helps create an overall effective system for
utilization of resources. The CRM is an automated process, which means, the work load or work pattern that
one provides to the software provides a faster and effective outcome. CRM only provides alternate means and
methods but does not implement it. The method used by the client is solely his responsibility for the
organizations profit or loss. Clients always love to maintain a close relationship, but this is only possible as long
as you are keeping them happy. CRM provides means and methods to make sure that one has clients glued to
them for their efficient services.

Microsoft CRM Implementation is a simple five step project implementation lifecycle

Analysis

Design

Development

Deployment

Operation

The CRM has been gaining popularity over these years and has helped companies and organization with far
more efficient methods to maximize their profits. To save on time as well as expensive resources Microsoft’s
CRM has been taking Implementation processes to a whole new level. May it be Sales, Marketing or even
Customer Services irrespective of their role, the CRM is designed for effective workflow implementation.
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